EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW

Easy — meet anyone, anytime, anywhere
Our touchscreen and software client offer the same smartphone like user experience, but ‘easy’ doesn’t stop there. We offer one management interface: the StarLeaf portal, which is the only destination you need to manage end users, rooms, video endpoints and the distribution of the StarLeaf Breeze software client.

Point-to-point — unlimited calling
All video endpoints and clients connect to the StarLeaf Cloud and provide users with unlimited calling. This means that users can make as many direct calls, whenever and for as long as they wish, without incurring any additional charges.

HD voice & video — exceptional quality
HD video is standard across the StarLeaf range. But we think that crystal clear audio is also critical. With StarLeaf you benefit from both HD video and ultra wideband audio.

Screen Sharing — collaborate on content
We make it easy for teams to share and review materials and spreadsheets, work on plans, look at prototypes, update content, or analyze data — whatever’s on your screen you can share. With StarLeaf, there’s one button to push and screens are immediately shared.

QuickMee™ — hold instant multiparty meetings
Only StarLeaf lets you escalate from a point-to-point call to a multiparty session with one key press. The create conference button allows you to add up to five people, just select from the directory or call out to anyone on any other video system.

QuickConnect™ — plug and play installation
Installing a StarLeaf video endpoint does not require a technician. All you do is plug the endpoint directly into your network, enter the StarLeaf QuickConnect™ code provided, and the system takes care of the rest.

Guest invite — ask anyone to join you on video
From your endpoint, or when scheduling a meeting, you can invite anyone to join you on video. All you need to know is your guest’s email address and thereafter, invitees receive a link to download StarLeaf Breeze and dialing instructions which allow them to join you from any H.323/SIP or Skype for Business systems.

Interoperable — works with Cisco, Lifesize, Microsoft Skype for Business/Lync, Polycom, H.323/SIP
You name it and we will work with it. You can call and be called by all professional video systems. You can also breathe new life into your existing H.323/SIP equipment by registering it to our cloud and benefit from increased interoperability, security and management.

SmartPath™ — intelligent routing and quality control
Fluctuating bandwidth is video’s enemy. Using advanced techniques, we squeeze maximum performance from the flimsiest connection to deliver low latency and great quality every time you use StarLeaf.

Contacts — scroll and search directories and personal contacts
The contacts list is right there on the touchscreen. One press and you can scroll through the company directory or your personal contacts. Don’t want to scroll? Then use the search feature and the pop-up keyboard.

AV integration — for Crestron and AMX
We have an API for our endpoints and also modules that seamlessly integrate a StarLeaf meeting room system with either Crestron or AMX controllers.

Encore — the versatile recording service
Recording as a service, gives meeting organizers the option to record a scheduled meeting, as well as the ability to start, interrupt, or stop a recording directly from a StarLeaf endpoint. No set up or hardware, just easy to use and accessible to all StarLeaf conferencing users.

Call+ — transfer, hold, forward, call history and do not disturb
We’ve brought the functionality of the telephone into the world of video. No other video conferencing solution allows you to easily transfer a video call to someone else, nor do they make it possible for you to place a call on-hold, answer an incoming call and then add them to your conversation!

Favorites — speed dials with availability
We give you speed dial buttons which also show you availability, keeping you up-to-the-minute on who’s busy, who’s opted for ‘do not disturb’ and who’s on call forward. Speed dials come into their own for your frequently called contacts since, in one touch, you can dial straight through even if they are in another company on another manufacturer’s system.

Video mail — send and receive personal video messages
StarLeaf is all about video first, that’s why with our solution you can record a personal video message for when you are away, or unable to answer. But this is a two-way street, as anyone calling you from any other video system can leave you a personal recording – even if a caller chooses not to leave a message, you can still see you’ve missed a call and check out the caller ID in your recent call list.

Join now — see today’s meeting and join instantly
When you’ve accepted an invitation to a scheduled video conference, your endpoint will automatically notify you when the meeting is about to start. Then by pressing the ‘Join now’ green button, you will be taken straight into the conference.

Auto upgrade — always on the latest version
All StarLeaf endpoints, connected to the StarLeaf Cloud, are automatically upgraded and will therefore, always offer the latest features. So, no matter how many years you keep your StarLeaf endpoint, it will never fall behind on functionality.

Secure — end-to-end encryption with secure connection at all times
We guarantee privacy for all your video conferences and calls, and adhere to industry standard AES-128 encryption. We also authenticate all connections and encrypt both media and signaling. Furthermore, the StarLeaf Cloud firewall traversal solution has been designed to use a single TCP port and at most one UDP port. This means that you don’t need to open up a range of ports through your firewall, which can weaken your network’s defenses.

Multiparty — ideal for all video meetings
Bring anyone into your VMR, no matter what system they use or where in the world they are. Our scheduled conferencing service allows for large conferences and QuickMee™ caters for instant sessions for up to 5 participants.

Scheduling — from Outlook and web-based portal
Arrange meetings directly from your Outlook calendar or simply use StarLeaf’s web-based scheduler, it’s easy to set up permanent meetings where you have a personal VMR and it’s one step to schedule meetings.

Calendar integration — meetings appear in all calendars
All participants are sent automatic meeting notifications, which appear directly in their Outlook or other personal calendar. Each invite includes dial-in instructions, making it easy for anyone on any video system to enter the conference.

Global audio dial-in — join via phone
Literally anyone can join a conference. Particularly important for those that only have access to a telephone, the meeting notification features audio dial-in instructions.

With StarLeaf cloud video conferencing and calling you have a phenomenal range of features that make using and managing video simple, rich and satisfying.
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